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Constructionism

Yasmin B. Kafai

Learning sciences researchers are unified by
their deep commitment to radically trans-
form learning – away from the transmis-
sion and acquisition style associated with
lectures and quizzes, to a more active, par-
ticipatory learning style. Perhaps the first
scholar to realize that computers provided
schools with an opportunity to do so was
Seymour Papert, who created the now-
famous Logo programming language. Papert,
who received two doctorates in mathemat-
ics, expanded his career by studying cog-
nitive development with Jean Piaget, the
founder of constructivism – one of the
theoretical foundations of today’s learn-
ing sciences. After leaving Piaget’s lab in
Switzerland, Papert took a faculty position
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy, where he cofounded the Artificial Intel-
ligence Laboratory with Marvin Minsky. In
the 1970s, Papert began to expand the psy-
chological insights of Piaget’s constructivism
into pedagogical principles, providing a tem-
plate that later influenced many learning sci-
ences researchers.

When Papert’s book Mindstorms was pub-
lished in 1980 the term constructionism had

yet to be coined. In this book and sub-
sequent publications he advanced a the-
ory of learning, teaching, and design. Many
took the notion of “children, computers
and powerful ideas” (to quote the subti-
tle of his book) as a rather simplistic ver-
sion of Piagetian discovery learning with
the Logo programming language when, in
fact, the opposite applied. Construction-
ism is not constructivism, as Piaget never
intended his theory of knowledge develop-
ment to be a theory of learning and teaching;
nor is constructionist learning simply dis-
covery learning and thus opposed to any
forms of instruction; and last, in construc-
tionism, people and not computers are seen
as the driving force for educational change.
Papert’s constructionism views learning as
building relationships between old and
new knowledge, in interactions with oth-
ers, while creating artifacts of social rele-
vance. Thus any chapter on constructionism
needs to begin with a clarification of three
issues – constructivism, instructionism, and
technocentrism – before delving any fur-
ther into the theoretical and pedagogical
particulars.
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36 the cambridge handbook of the learning sciences

Constructionism’s close resemblance to
Piaget’s constructivism often leads to confu-
sion, yet there is a clear distinction between
the two:

[C]onstructionism – the N Word as
opposed to the V word – shares construc-
tivism’s connotation to learning as build-
ing knowledge structures irrespective of the
circumstances of learning. It then adds
the idea that this happens especially felic-
itously in a context where the learner is
consciously engaged in constructing a pub-
lic entity whether it’s a sand castle on the
beach or a theory of the universe. (Papert,
1991, p.1)

Constructionism always has acknowledged
its allegiance to Piagetian theory but it is not
identical to it. Where constructivism places
a primacy on the development of individual
and isolated knowledge structures, construc-
tionism focuses on the connected nature
of knowledge with its personal and social
dimensions. This combination of individual
and social aspects in learning is at the heart
of many discussions in the learning sciences.

The opposition of constructionism to
instructionism often aligns constructionist
learning with discovery learning – as learning
without curriculum in which the child dis-
covers principles or ideas by him or herself.
A common myth associated with construc-
tionism is the idea that all instruction is bad.
A closer reading of Papert’s original writings
clarifies this issue:

. . . but teaching without curriculum does
not mean spontaneous, free-form class-
rooms or simply ‘leaving the child alone’.
It means supporting children as they build
their own intellectual structures with mate-
rials drawn from the surrounding culture.
In this model, educational intervention
means changing the culture, planning new
constructive elements in it and eliminating
noxious ones. (p. 31, 1980/1993)

Constructionism has articulated a more
distributed view of instruction, one where
learning and teaching are constructed in
interactions between the teacher and stu-
dents as they are engaging in design and dis-
cussion of learning artifacts. Furthermore,
such learning interactions are not limited to

schools alone but extend into community
centers and families. How to design learn-
ing environments that facilitate collabora-
tion and idea sharing is a key focus of many
efforts in the learning sciences.

The Logo programming language has
always been closely associated with con-
structionism, and this has led many to
believe that constructionism sees technol-
ogy as the driving force for how we teach
and learn. Yet, as Papert argued, this type of
technocentric thinking assigns more impor-
tance than is appropriate to technology as an
agent of change:

Does wood produce good houses? If I built
a house out of wood and it fell down,
would this show that wood does not pro-
duce good houses? Do hammers and saws
produce good furniture? These questions
betray themselves as technocentric ques-
tions by ignoring people and elements that
only people can introduce: skill, design, and
aesthetics. (p. 2 4 , 1987)

Constructionism challenges us to recon-
sider our notions of learning and teaching.
Programming with Logo provided a testing
bed for engaging students in problem solving
and learning to learn. Moreover, program-
ming in Logo also illustrated conceptually
different ways of learning mathematics and
science with computers. Many of these chal-
lenges to learning and teaching continue to
be relevant in the learning sciences, whether
or not computers are involved.

The goal of this chapter is, then, to artic-
ulate more clearly a constructionist perspec-
tive on the nature of knowing, teaching, and
learning. In the first part, I review the his-
torical roots of constructionism using Logo
as an example and move on to discuss key
constructionist ideas around knowledge con-
struction, learning cultures, and the appli-
cation of knowledge construction to the
design of microworlds and construction kits.
I then present a case study of software learn-
ing through design activities that illustrate
the implementation of core constructionist
ideas. In conclusion, I address outstanding
issues and challenges in constructionism and
in the field of the learning sciences.
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constructionism 37

Figure 3 .1. The screen shot to the left shows a turtle in starting position ready to be
programmed. In the middle screen, the turtle has been programmed to execute the following
steps: PEN DOWN FORWARD 10 RIGHT TURN 90. The right screen shows the drawing
of a square by having the turtle repeat the commands four times or REPEAT 4 [FORWARD
10 RIGHT TURN 90].

The Historical Roots

In any historical account of construction-
ism the programming language Logo is the
“evocative object” – to use a phrase coined by
Sherry Turkle (Turkle, 1995) – for it embod-
ies the issues that fueled many debates about
computers in schools in the early 1980s. At
that time, the computer was ready to move
out of the university laboratories into the
world, but computer work was seen as the
exclusive domain of adults. Logo was not
the first programming language used by chil-
dren. Basic was prominent in many schools
and indeed there was considerable debate
about which programming language would
be best for schools. But in contrast to Basic,
learning with Logo promised to offer more
than just learning to program: it included
learning about your own thinking and learn-
ing, and learning mathematics and science
in conceptually new ways. These additions
made Logo unlike any other programming
language.

The first feature to note about Logo is
how learners interacted with the computer:
children were writing commands to move
a graphical object – called the turtle – on
the screen, rather than to manipulate array
of numbers or symbols (see Figure 3 .1, left).
Programming the computer meant program-
ming the turtle. A programmer would give
commands for the turtle such as “move for-
ward ten steps and then turn 90 degrees
to the right” which in Logo would be

“FORWARD 10 RIGHT 90” (see Figure 3 .1,
middle). The turtle would then move on the
screen and thus provide visual feedback on
whether or not the program was correct. In
addition, the turtle carried a pen with which
it could draw, leaving a trace of its steps.
The commands “PEN DOWN FORWARD
10 RIGHT 90,” executed four times, would
result in the drawing of a square on the com-
puter screen (see Figure 3 .1, right).

The second feature to note is that the
Logo turtle served as a first representative
of formal mathematics for children because
they could bring to bear their body knowl-
edge on how to move the screen turtle.
Consider the following commands, in which
the turtle moves one step forward, then
moves one degree to the right, and then
repeats this procedure 360 times: REPEAT
360 [FORWARD 1 RIGHT 1]. With the pen
down, these commands draw a circle on the
screen. A child, using his own body, pretend-
ing to be the turtle, could execute every sin-
gle one of these steps. Papert attributed great
importance to this feature, which he called
syntonic learning, because it allowed children
to identify with the computational object in
multiple ways:

For example, the Turtle circle is body syn-
tonic in that the circle is firmly related to
children’s sense and knowledge about their
own bodies. Or it is ego syntonic in
that it is coherent with children’s sense of
themselves as people with intentions, goals,
desires, likes and dislikes. . . . One can also
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see it as cultural syntonic in that when
drawing the circle, the turtle connects the
idea of an angle to the idea of naviga-
tion which is closely rooted in children’s
extracurricular experiences. (1980/1993 ,
pp. 63–68)

The Logo turtle allowed children to
manipulate objects on the screen as they
would manipulate them in the physical
world. Thus, turtle geometry provided a
concrete entrance into the formal world of
mathematics and allowed learners to con-
nect their personal experiences to mathe-
matical concepts and operations.

A third and equally important feature
of Logo programming is the idea of chil-
dren learning about their own thinking
and learning, called reflection or metacog-
nition. Papert claimed that in learning pro-
gramming, children learn to articulate pro-
cedures, recognize repetition, and “debug”
their own thinking when programs don’t run
as expected: “But thinking about learning
by analogy with developing a program is a
powerful and accessible way to get started
on becoming more articulate about one’s
debugging strategies and more deliberate
about improving them” (p. 23 , 1980/1993).
Computer programs can become “objects-
to-think-with” that help children reflect on
their performance in ways similar to experi-
enced learners.

Learning Logo thus combined multi-
ple purposes: learning to program, learning
mathematics, and learning to learn. These
claims did not remain uncontested. So much
has been written about the success or failure
of Logo in schools that it’s worth providing
some background to the debate. In an excel-
lent analysis of the historical context in the
United States and in Europe, Richard Noss
and Celia Hoyles (1996) identify some of the
larger cultural forces at play that led crit-
ics to ask certain questions about Logo and
not others. In many schools, questions about
Logo’s learning benefits focused exclusively
on the transfer of problem solving skills and
less on the benefits of learning mathemat-
ics and pedagogical reform ideas. A series of
smaller studies conducted by Roy Pea and

Midian Kurland (1984) is often referenced
as the sole evidence that learning Logo pro-
gramming did not produce any transferable
effects. These studies had several method-
ological issues; for example, neglecting to
consider the length of time spent learning
programming and the type of programs cre-
ated. These features have now been recog-
nized as instrumental in designing successful
programming instruction (Palumbo, 1990)
and I discuss them in more detail in a later
section on software design for learning. A
further problem has been that teachers often
adopt Logo but not the pedagogical innova-
tions for learning mathematics and science;
and even if they did, many did not receive
widespread institutional support in their
schools for doing so (Papert, 1991, 1997).
Many institutional forces shaped the use of
Logo in schools, and the result was often that
its constructionist ideas about learning and
teaching were the least acknowledged.

Key Ideas in Constructionism

The name “constructionism” brings to mind
the metaphor of learning by constructing
one own’s knowledge, and is often con-
trasted to the more traditional “instruction-
ism,” which favors the metaphor of learn-
ing by transmission of knowledge. Although
these two metaphors offer a versatile sum-
mary, it is worthwhile to unpack the con-
structionist idea of knowledge construction
and examine its individual and social dynam-
ics. We will then move to the notion of learn-
ing cultures and address which features of
a learning environment promote successful
knowledge construction.

Knowledge Construction

The idea of constructing one’s own knowl-
edge draws heavily from Piaget’s theory
of knowledge development and his instru-
mental insight that children understand
the world in fundamentally different ways
than adults. He identified two mecha-
nisms, assimilation and accommodation,
that explained how children made sense of
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constructionism 39

the world they interacted with and how
they integrated these experiences into their
understanding. Constructionism builds on
these mechanisms, and focuses on the pro-
cesses that help learners make connections
with what they already know. A key aspect
in knowledge construction is appropriation –
how learners make knowledge their own and
begin to identify with it. These appropria-
tions go beyond the intellectual and include
emotional values.

According to Papert, physical objects play
a central role in this knowledge construc-
tion process. He coined the term “objects-to-
think-with” as an illustration of how objects
in the physical and digital world (such as
programs, robots, and games) can become
objects in the mind that help to construct,
examine, and revise connections between
old and new knowledge. “Objects-to-think-
with” such as the Logo turtle are particu-
larly effective at supporting appropriation,
because they facilitate the child’s identifica-
tion with the object, or syntonic learning.

Constructionism further differs from the
Piagetian model in equally valuing the con-
crete and the abstract. In Piaget’s stage the-
ory, formal abstraction is seen as the ultimate
goal of all knowledge construction, with
concrete thinking always associated with
younger, less advanced children. Turkle and
Papert (1990) instead argue that concrete
thought could be just as advanced as abstract
thought. The sciences in general, but the
computer culture in particular, have tended
to value abstract thinking. But in studying
programmers, Turkle and Papert discovered
that the officially promoted top-down or
planning approach was not always superior
to a more improvised, more bricoleur-like
approach. The bricoleur style is not a step-
ping stone towards more advanced forms of
knowledge construction, but rather is a qual-
itatively different way of organizing one’s
planning and problem solving.

In sum, knowledge construction is “the
deliberate part of learning [which] consists
of making connections between mental enti-
ties that already exist; new mental entities
seem to come into existence in more subtle
ways that escape conscious control. . . . This

suggests a strategy to facilitate learning by
improving the connectivity in the learning
environment, by actions on cultures rather
than on individuals” (p. 105 , Papert, 1993).

Learning Cultures

The importance of learning cultures was
informed by Papert’s observations of chil-
dren’s difficulties in understanding and
learning mathematics. Piagetian studies indi-
cated that all young children develop their
first fundamental mathematical concepts,
but many struggle in later school years. In
his book Mindstorms, Papert offered Brazil-
ian samba schools as one possible image for
a learning culture:

[t]hese are not schools as we know them;
they are social clubs with memberships
that may range from a few hundred to
many thousands. Each club owns a build-
ing, a place for dancing and getting together.
Members of a samba school go there most
weekend evenings to dance, to drink, and
to meet their friends. During the year each
samba school chooses its theme for the next
carnival, the stars are selected, the lyrics
are written and rewritten, and the dance
is choreographed and practiced. Members
of the school range in age from children
to grandparents and in ability from novice
to professional. But they dance together
and as they dance everyone is learning
and teaching as well as dancing. Even the
stars are there to learn their difficult parts.
(1980/1993 , p. 178)

Papert’s idea of a learning culture has
been developed in several directions, from
neighborhood centers to virtual worlds. The
Computer Clubhouse (Resnick, Rusk, &
Cooke, 1998), for instance, is an outside of
school learning culture that is located in after
school programs and community centers. In
these clubhouses, youth convene at their
own volition and learn to work with cre-
ative software applications to produce digital
graphics, music, and videos. Unlike schools,
the activities in the clubhouse do not follow
a set curriculum, and members are responsi-
ble for introducing each other to new activ-
ities, with the support of coordinators and
mentors. Other examples include multi-user
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online environments in which community
members contribute to the design of various
elements of the online world by populating
it with objects and houses, such as Bruck-
man’s MOOSE Crossing (this volume).

What stands out in these examples of the
samba school, Computer Clubhouse, and
MOOSE Crossing is the rich set of inter-
actions between different community mem-
bers. These instructional interactions are not
formulated in the one-directional pathway
of traditional classrooms; rather, they draw
on apprenticeship models (see also Collins,
this volume) in which all members of the
community of practice contribute to the
larger enterprise (Lave & Wenger, 1991).
Although sociocultural researchers empha-
size the social dynamics of learning cultures,
constructionists focus on how the social con-
text provides opportunities for making con-
nections to what is being learned.

Logo Microworlds
and Construction Kits

The programming language Logo pro-
vided a programmable object, the turtle,
to facilitate learners’ constructing relation-
ships with mathematical concepts and their
own thinking in the context of program-
ming. Microworlds and construction kits have
expanded on different aspects of Logo to
promote learning in mathematics and sci-
ence. These applications illustrate how the
design of computer applications can be
driven by constructionist theory.

Microworlds

Microworlds have been described as “a
computer-based interactive learning envi-
ronment where the prerequisites are built
into the system and where learners can
become the active, constructing architects
of their own learning” (Papert, 1980/1993 ,
p. 122). A classic example is the Dynatur-
tle, a physics environment in which learn-
ers can experience Newtonian physics, and
also historically important alternatives like
Aristotelian physics. Movements and states
of turtles can be preprogrammed to respond

to certain laws of motion that can be
manipulated by the learner. No explicit
instruction about the laws is provided
in microworlds, unlike in computer-based
tutorials or computer-assisted instruction.
Learners induce these laws by interacting
with a turtle preprogrammed to behave as
an object in a frictionless universe.

Further developments have expanded
Logo into massively parallel microworlds on
the computer; instead of one turtle, now
hundreds or even thousands can interact. In
StarLogo (Resnick, 1991), a circle would no
longer be drawn by one turtle, but instead
by dozens of turtles following two simple
rules: (1) to keep a specific distance from
each other and (2) to repel the group as
a whole and move away from other turtles
(see Figure 3 .2).

This version of Logo connects to another
emergent discipline, that of complex sys-
tem design, which is interested in how
complex behavior patterns emerge from
interactions between many simple objects.
Many natural and human phenomena can be
described this way, as Mitchel Resnick argues
in his book Turtles, Termites, and Traffic Jams
(1994). Working with StarLogo offers learn-
ers the opportunity to explore the proba-
bilistic patterns in complex interactions in
the same way as the turtle in Logo offers
learners an opportunity to connect to formal
mathematical objects in new ways (Resnick
& Wilensky, 1998). StarLogo can provide
accessible objects-to-think-with for people
to examine emergence in complex systems.

Microworlds are the prototypical con-
structionist learning environment for the fol-
lowing reasons. First, scientific and math-
ematical microworlds offer access to ideas
and phenomena – such as the friction-
less world – that students may not eas-
ily encounter in their regular textbooks
or classroom lessons. Second, they provide
environments that challenge naı̈ve under-
standings by providing the learner with feed-
back on their interactions and manipula-
tions. Third, these interactions with the
microworld allow the learner to develop
personal knowledge that can provide the
foundation for more formalized interac-
tions. Last, microworlds create a type
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Figure 3 .2 . These screen shots show a new way to create a circle with StarLogo. No single
turtle draws the circle. Rather, the turtles arrange themselves into a circle, based on their
interactions with one another. Each turtle follows two simple rules: (1) it tries to keep a
certain distance from each of its two “neighbors,” and (2) it gently “repels” the group as a
whole, trying to move away from the other turtles. With these two rules, the turtles arrange
themselves into a circle. (Adapted with permission from the StarLogo Web site at
http://education.mit.edu/starlogo/.)

of learning environment in which talk-
ing about mathematics (or science) is part
of the classroom peer culture. The turtle
world in Logo is “a ‘place’, ‘a province of
Mathland’ where certain kinds of mathe-
matical thinking could hatch and grow with
ease. The microworld was an incubator”
(Papert, 1980/1993 , p. 125). A wide range
of microworlds in mathematics and science
has been developed since then, and not all
of them are Logo-based environments (for
more examples of microworlds and further
developments see diSessa, 2000; Edwards,
1998; Noss & Hoyles, 1996, this volume).

Construction Kits

LEGOTM building blocks and the program-
ming language Logo were combined to cre-
ate computationally enhanced construction
kits that allow children to explore engineer-
ing and architectural design. For example,
LEGOTM bricks have been equipped with
motors and sensors and a control language to
combine the physical and the digital worlds
(Resnick & Ocko, 1991). LEGOTM/Logo
draws on the constructionist tradition of
using materials and activities that are already
part of children’s experiences, but enriches
them with computational elements and
brings engineering and robotics activities
into the classroom and home.

The LEGOTM/Logo computational
bricks have been employed in a variety of
educational contexts, ranging from homes

to college classrooms. The Mindstorms
robotics competitions, now a part of many
high school and college classrooms, specify
a goal for the robot, and then give teams
a limited amount of time and resources
to build a robot out of LEGOTM bricks
with motors and sensors; at the end of the
time period, the teams test their designs
in a competition. One study that followed
the students through this process found
that this type of combined engineering and
programming activity provided the students
with hands-on and team experience (Mar-
tin, 1996, 2001). In traditional classes college
students often have difficulty translating
and applying their textbook knowledge into
actual robotic design and learning to make
distinctions between ideal and real systems.

A further development moves the
LEGOTM/Logo brick concept into new
territory by taking traditional toys such as
balls and beads and providing them with
computational enhancements (Resnick,
1998). Adding sensors and feedback mech-
anism to these toys provides them with
different interaction possibilities. Providing
programmable interfaces lets children not
just play with but also design these toys.
Another direction is the computational
crafts development, which takes traditional
craft activities such as origami and uses
the computer for the design of materials
that can be printed on paper and used for
play (Eisenberg, 2003). The design and
creation of such polygonic objects gives
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children experience with different geometry
concepts.

The research group around Seymour
Papert at the MIT Media Lab, along with
many others, has developed, implemented,
and examined different examples of con-
structionist learning cultures and technolo-
gies. A more extensive collection of exam-
ples and further theoretical papers can be
found in two books published by mem-
bers of the group, Constructionism (Harel &
Papert, 1991) and Constructionism in Practice
(Kafai & Resnick, 1996).

Software Design for Learning – A
Constructionist Learning Environment

Design activities play a central role in con-
structionism. They can facilitate knowledge
construction, reformulation, and expression
in the process of building shareable arti-
facts such as robots, software, and games.
The Instructional Software Design Project
(hereafter: ISDP; Harel, 1990; Harel &
Papert, 1991) provides an example of how
students can engage in these processes
as they design instructional software to
teach fractions to younger students in their
schools – a topic that they were learn-
ing about in mathematics class. Classroom
practices included students writing in note-
books about their software and instruc-
tional designs, discussing fraction represen-
tations in class, inviting prospective users for
feedback sessions, and conducting software
review sessions guided by the teacher.

The curricular model of ISDP responded
to several of the criticisms of previous Logo
research (Palumbo, 1990). First, it situated
the daily programming activities in the class-
room rather than in a distant computer lab-
oratory visited only once a week. Second, it
integrated the learning of programming with
other subject matter such as the learning of
fractions, rather than keeping programming
isolated from the rest of curriculum. Finally,
students were asked to create a meaning-
ful artifact, such as an instructional piece of
software to teach younger students in their
school, rather than to produce small pieces
of program code with no authentic purpose.

The analysis of the ISDP outcomes pro-
vided compelling evidence of the benefits
for both learning fractions and learning pro-
gramming, especially when compared to
two other classes at the same school that
either had programming only once a week
or daily but without the focus of creat-
ing instructional fraction software. In all
these comparisons, ISDP students improved
significantly – not only in their program-
ming skills but also in their conceptual and
procedural understanding of fractions. The
instructional software designed by students
illustrated personal choices in representa-
tions that students created for their learners.
Individual interviews also revealed increased
metacognitive competence in juggling the
multiple demands of learning by design (see
Kolodner, this volume). In addition, ISDP
students showed increased persistence in
debugging Logo programming problems and
in their ability to manage the multiple learn-
ing demands of software design. The impor-
tance of having students create shareable
artifacts such as instructional software is one
example of the increased attention that the
learning sciences are paying to providing
authentic learning activities, products, and
tools in learning environments. In addition,
the provision of an audience other than the
teacher for the learning products is another
important feature of many learning sciences
projects.

Building on the successful design of the
first ISDP version, a subsequent version
added an apprenticeship component that
illustrates how connections across grade
levels can help to create a learning culture.
Collaborative interactions are a key compo-
nent of many environments and curricula
in the learning sciences. By setting up
software design teams rather than individual
designers, and composing teams of students
with and without prior software design
experience, we showed that young design-
ers can bring to bear their previous software
design experiences in multiple ways: by
initiating and expanding science conver-
sations in groups (Kafai & Ching, 2001),
by helping younger inexperienced team
members with planning their instructional
designs (Marshall, 2000), and by providing
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Figure 3 .3 . Fraction game designs by a girl. The three screen shots showcase Amy’s Greek Myths
fraction game in which a player has to assemble a map ripped into pieces to finally meet the gods and
goddesses of fractions at Mount Olympus. The left screen displays a fraction problem whereas the
middle and right screens show game components of Mount Olympus and a meeting with gods and
goddesses of fractions.

programming assistance when needed
(Ching, 2000).

In a comparison study (Ching, 2000)
with software design teams of only inex-
perienced older and younger students, we
found that the quality of collaborative help-
ing interactions also shifted dramatically:
teams with experienced software design-
ers provided more collaborative assistance
rather than taking over programming tasks,
provided room for making mistakes while
still monitoring programming activities, and
provided more access to computer resources
when needed for less experienced members.
Our analyses indicated that experience and
not age was a decisive factor in how student
designers handled programming and col-
laborative interactions. Apprenticeship, as a
model for collaborative interactions, was key
in distributing responsibilities in teams and
in the classroom with the teacher.

But the most important finding resulted
from the analysis of apprenticeship interac-
tions in teams when comparing both setups.
Students working with experienced team
members were provided with more flexi-
ble and collaborative work arrangements. In
contrast, students working with older inex-
perienced students were often put in more
supervised activities and not involved in
programming activities; their opportunities
to develop independent programming skills
were largely reduced because older team
members directed all their activities, trying
to prevent mistakes. These different teams
also resulted in different understandings of
roles in the projects. Experienced software

designers addressed a much richer set of
roles involving planning, helping, teaching,
and understanding younger students’ con-
cerns and anxieties. These perceptions also
change over time, as found in one of the few
longitudinal examinations of long-term pro-
gramming learning (Kafai & Roberts, 2002).

Although instructional software design is
safely grounded in school culture, whether
it’s purchased in the form of commer-
cial software or designed by the students
themselves, entertainment media like video
games often do not enter the classroom.
In a continuation of the ISDP project, a
class of ten-year-old children was asked to
design and program their own video games.
The children met every day over a period
of six months to design games by creat-
ing their own characters, story lines, game
themes, and interactions. Here again, we
found benefits in learning programming
when compared to other classes not engaged
in extended programming (Kafai, 1995).

It is worthwhile to take a closer look at the
games created by the students and examine
them as microworlds from an instructional
and game perspective (Kafai, 1996). The
game design activity offered a microworld
in which both girls and boys could situ-
ate their preferred ideas and fantasies. The
most distinctive feature, however, is the
degree to which gender differences perme-
ate nearly all aspects of game design. Nearly
all the games created by boys featured fan-
tasy contexts, with many characters and vio-
lent feedback, when compared to the games
designed by girls (see Figures 3 .3 and 3 .4).
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Figure 3 .4. Fraction game designs by a boy. Albert designed a haunted house fraction game in which a
player explored the different rooms of a house such as the one displayed in the right screen shot.
When he opens the treasure chest, a demon jumps out and asks a fraction question (middle screen). A
wrong answer choice sends the player to the underworld, eating fried food for the remainder of his life.

Almost all of the boys, for example, created
adventure hunts and explorations, whereas
the girls’ games were more evenly divided
among adventure, skill/sport, or teaching.
In their choices of game themes and their
programming of animation and interactions,
the students offered a glimpse into what
they found appealing and unappealing in the
games and stories they experience through
other media. Making a game and its rules
allowed the game designers to be in charge
and to determine the player’s place and role
in a virtual world, with all the consequences.

Unlike the microworlds discussed in pre-
vious sections, the nature of pedagogical
interactions favored by most student design-
ers was that of drill-and-practice. Nearly all
games featured multiple-choice questions
and expected the prospective learner to pro-
vide the answers. There were few construc-
tive elements for learners in these games.
We found in follow-up research that chil-
dren do have models for constructive game
activities, but often assume that teaching is
about asking questions and learning is about
giving answers (Kafai, Franke, Ching, &
Shih, 1998).

Under Construction

Constructionism presents a particular com-
bination of individualistic, cognitive pro-
cesses – with its emphasis on personal appro-
priation and knowledge construction – and
of more social, cultural processes – with

its focus on the design of and participa-
tion in learning cultures. Microworlds and
construction kits have become construc-
tionism’s most popular educational software
because they combine both cultural and per-
sonal aspects. They are cultural because they
embody particular disciplinary ideas, and
they are personal because they allow for
individualized expression of these ideas.

One aspect that deserves further treat-
ment concerns the development of knowl-
edge and its personal connections. I have dis-
cussed the importance of connectedness in
the process of constructing knowledge, of
connecting new ideas to old existing ones,
and of facilitating the building of personal
relationships with knowledge. Yet in the
learning sciences, this aspect is still lack-
ing attention. Learning is often portrayed as
a matter of developing disciplinary under-
standing and practices in the sciences. The
learning sciences often build on motiva-
tion in their project-based approaches (see
Blumenfeld, Kemplar, & Krajcik, this vol-
ume) but they do not address “knowledge as
desire” as Hans Furth (1987) once articulated
in his provocative essay integrating Piagetian
and Freudian perspectives to combine cog-
nitive and emotional aspects of learning.
Future research needs to expand these com-
binations of disciplinary practices and inter-
est to develop a better understanding of how
learning can tie into the socioemotional per-
sonal lives of learners.

The concept of learning cultures has
provided a helpful metaphor in designing
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successful learning environments. Many
learning scientists model their learning envi-
ronments on studies of how professional
practice takes place. But in doing this, they
necessarily choose one particular model of
professional practice, while in most profes-
sions, there are multiple approaches in use.
For example, many professional program-
mers use a top-down, more abstract style,
and in fact this style is taught in engineer-
ing schools. But other successful program-
mers use a more concrete, bricoleur style.
If learning scientists design classrooms based
on only one model of professional practice,
they risk misrepresenting the full range of
successful practices. This has a particular
impact on the issue of gender representa-
tion in science, mathematics, and engineer-
ing, because females often prefer approaches
that do not correspond to the officially val-
ued practices in the profession. Research in
the sciences has provided ample evidence of
nonvalued but equally successful practices
as in the case of the Nobel Prize–winner
Barbara McClintock (Keller, 1983). The issue
at hand is then what kind of images of a
learning culture and of practices do we fol-
low and where might we create new ones –
especially if we are interested in having
learners not just follow the beaten path but
create new venues. This is a challenge for the
next generation of tools and environments in
the learning sciences.

To conclude, in this chapter I exam-
ined key aspects of how we can design
constructionist learning environments, tech-
nologies, and activities that create support-
ive learning cultures. Microworlds and con-
struction kits illustrated that the design
of learning technologies comes wrapped
in a theory of mind coupled with disci-
plinary understanding. Many developments
in the learning sciences are influenced by
this premise and continue to develop vari-
ations on microworlds and construction kits
with additional scaffolds to support learners’
inquiry, collaboration, and reflection pro-
cesses (see the chapters in this volume by
Edelson & Reiser; Noss & Hoyles; Pea &
Maldonado; Stahl, Koschmann, & Suthers).
Software design for learning illustrated that

technologies need to be integrated within
a larger learning culture. Many curricular
efforts in the learning sciences have adopted
project-based learning approaches to create
motivating and authentic contexts for learn-
ers to develop and practice their skills (e.g.,
Krajcik & Blumenfeld, this volume; Linn;
Scardamalia & Bereiter, this volume; Songer,
this volume). Constructionist theory chal-
lenges us to consider individual and sociocul-
tural aspects in the design and investigation
of the learning sciences.
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